Lincolnshire Posy

Eb Alto Saxophone 1

2. "Horkstow Grange"
(The Miser and his Man: a local tragedy)

Slowly flowing; singingly \( \downarrow \) about 76

\[ \text{ mf} \]

\[ \text{ f} \quad \text{ mf} \]

\[ \text{ mp} \]

\[ \text{ vibrato} \]

\[ \text{ linger} ^\uparrow \text{ vibrato} \]

\[ \text{ ppp} \quad \text{ huge} \quad \text{ ff} \quad \text{ mp} \quad \text{ louden} \]

\[ \text{ slow—off —— Slightly slower} \quad \downarrow \text{ about 69} \]

\[ \text{ ff} \]
3. "Rufford Park Poachers" (B)  
(Poaching Song)

Flowingly \( \frac{1}{4} \) about 132

Version B

very feelingly and vibrantly
well to the fore

impulsively

linger
In time

\( ^* \) Do not play this solo if there is a soprano sax that can play it.
10160250
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\( \text{F\# Alto Saxophone 1} \)
slow off slightly
quicken slightly

End of Sop.
Sax cue

In time

\( \text{ff reedy, raucous} \)